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Iwas happy to learn from the perusal of the
constitution of your society, that the profeued
objects of this Law Assocxulon were, to present to
the junior members of the hur, and to the law

students of the city, “incentives for improvement;
to multiply the sources of information; to ﬁt the
members of the bar for the honourable performance
of their duties, and to excite and maintain among
them, a zeal for the honour and character of the
legal profession."

An association founded with such noble m
and calculated to produce such beneﬁcial rem“,
must be gratifying to the friends and patrons of
profession; and, generally, to all intelligent citizens
who feel 5 just sense of the value, and an ardent

attachment to the stability of our laws and constitutional rights.

Under these impressions, I thought it due to you.
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us well as to myself, to give my humble sanction to
your plan and eﬂ'orts. and to yield to your kind
invitation, so for as to oﬁ'er a few practical observations, in an introductory address.
We cannot be mistaken, when we attach the
utmost importance to the cultivation of our municipal law. The elevation, comprehensiveness, and
grandeur of the science of law, in the enlarged
sense to which Hooker and Montesquieu have alluded, as being a necessary rehh'on springing from
the nature of things, or, to which all things in heaven
and earth do homage, must impress cultivated minds

with awe and reverence. But to speak of law in
its more subordinate sense, and in reference to man
in his political and social relations, the importance
of a just and accurate knowledge of his rights and
duties, cannot be too highly estimated; If we are
to continue to be protected by constitutions of
government, whose broad and deep foundations

have been hid in rational and temperate freedom;
if we are able to be governed by municipal codes,
containing, in detail, our rights and their protecting
remedies, our duties, and their correspondent sanc-

tiom; if, in fact, it be something more than an idle
bout, that vre, in this country, live under governmaflaw, audiotafm, than, indeed, wecan—
not estimate too highly the worth and dignity of our
profession, and the distinguished part which its
members are continually called upon to set, in the
defence of public liberty, and in the Vindication of

private right. The responsibilities attached to the
profession and practice of the law, are of the most
momentous character. Its members, by their vocation, ought to be ﬁtted for the great duties of
public life, and they may be said to be cz-aﬁa'o
nstursl guardians of the laws, and to stand sontinels

over the constitutions and liberties of the country.
I know of no duty, next to the worship and obe—
dience which we owe to our Father which min
Heaven, that is more imperative in its requisitions,

and more delightful in the performance, than that
which the municipal law of the land requires from
its various professors. It deals with the concerns of
mankind in sll their ties, relations, and dependen-

nice. It applies the obligations of the moral law,
and the inﬁnite details and regulations of positive
institution, to our relations as men and citizens, and

it exacts the performance of them with great precision and energy, by means of its commends,
admonition, and censures.
The cultivation and practice of the law is, and
ought to be. a sure road to personal prosperity, and

to political eminence and fame, provided the members of the bar render themselves worthy of public
conﬁdence, by their skill and industry, their knowledge, integrity, and honour, their public spirit and

manly department, their purity, moderation, and
wisdom. There can be no competitors in the me,
to be drawn from the other classes of society, that

can compete with them, if they will only diligently

strive to acquire, and they will, in that case, be
almost sure to attain, the solid, useful, and orna-

mental qualiﬁcation which belong to their elevated
calling. Legal learning is, in s very considerable
degree, indispensable to all persons who are invited

to administer any material portion of the authority
of government, and especially if it becomes the
province of their trust to make, amend, and digest

the law of the land, or judicially to expound and
apply its provisions to individual cases in the regular course ofjustice.
I am induced to press these considerations upon
young and ardent minds, as I apprehend the ten-

dency of things at present is to disenchunt the
profession of much of its sanction. We live in a
period of uncommon excitement. The spirit of the
age is restless, presumptuous, and revolutionary.
The rapidly increasing appetite for wealth—the
inordian taste for luxury, which it engenders,—

the vehement spirit of speculation, and the selﬁsh
emulation which it' creates—the growing contempt
for slow and moderate gains—the ardent thirst for

pleasure and amusement—the diminishing reverence for the wisdom of the push—the disregard of
the lessons of experience, the authority of magistrscy, and the venerable institutions of ancestral
policy—are so many had symptoms of a diseased
state of the publn: mind. It will require is most
determined perseverance and ﬁrmness of purpose,
and the most devoted zeel in the rising members of
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the bar, to resist the contagion, and pursue triumphantly the rewards and honours of professional
reputation. They must be constantly on their
guard against an intemperate avidity for wpalth,
or too engrossing a love of pleasure, or listening
prematurely, and with too ready an ear, to the
dangerous seductions of political ambition. his in
this view that I consider every institution of this
kind, established for the better cultivation and im—
provement of legal science, and the elevation of

the standard of profasional merit in learning,
discipline, and character, with peculiar respect and

regard, and as administering exceedingly to our
hopes and consolations.
The law is, and necessarily must be, in free and
civilized communities, a. complex science. It is a
tax which we pay for freedom, wealth, and reﬁne-

ment. A briefsnd simple code of laws is adapted
only to a simple ameni‘ society, where the modiﬁcations of property are unknown, and there are
only few wants and few comforts. In the present
on of the world, both in this country and in Eu-

rope, the municipal law is every where immensely
broad in its dimensions, and inﬁnite in its details.
It abounds so much in subdivisions, branching into
endless distinctions, and all requisite to meet and

protect the diversiﬁed concerns, and property. and
contracts, and relations, incident to a. great commer-

cial people, that it would seem to require a whole
life of intellectual labour, to master its principles,

and skilfully to direct their varied application.
But the student need not be discouraged by the
apparent magnitude of the task. There is a redeeming

compensation in the science itself, to

animate his diligence, and cheer him in the pursuit.
The law, as a science, is only acolleclion of general

principles, founded on the moral law, and in the
common sense of mankind, and applied to particular cases as they arise, by the diligence of the bar

and the eruditinn of the courts. If the lawyer be
well road, as he easily may he by regular and temperate application, in the rise and progress, and
general principles of the science, he can, with great
facility, ﬁnd and apply the minute distinctions to
the uses and wants of cases as they arise. It must1
however, be admitted, that though we live in an

age distinguished for a cheap, rapid, and marvellous diﬂ‘usion of the lighter kinds of literature, and

of deep and splendid investigations and improvements in the physical sciences and in the mechanic
arts, there is not any rail-road way to the heights
and recesses of juridical science. The loftiest attainments and the brightest fame in jurisprudence,
can only be attained now, as formerly, by study,—

intense, persevering study.
While the student enriches his mind with the

knowledge of legal principles, he must prepare to
bring with himinm forensic discussion, the evidences

of sound morals, of ﬁxed religious principles, of s
familiarity with general literature, I pure and clas-

sicsl taste, Ind the talent of addressing the court

end jury with perspicuity,ﬂnency, method, earnest.
ness, sincerity, and strength. If his mind be highly
gifted, he wilL on those interesting occasions, when

greut interests are involved, and strong prejudices
excited, be able to vindicate the cause of right, and

truth, and justice, with powerful sympathies, and in
strains of impassioned eloquence.
The science of jurisprudence is not only of inestimshle value in its direct sﬂ'ects upon the welfare
and happiness of society, when it is in high cultivation, and pervaded by the free and vigorous spirit
ofjustics; but its inﬂuences are equally suspicious
in the formation of a series of illustrious characters
who have been educated in its schools. The study

of such models ofexcellencs and imitation is worthy
of all our diligence. It tends to strengthen good
purposes. stimulate industry, purify the taste, enkindls genius, and rouse m generous exertion the
rich and various powers of the understanding and
the heart.
The English common law is supposed to have
struck its roots for deeper than the foundations of
the feudal fabric, and to have imbibed the freer
spirit and more popular genius of the German and
Suon institutions. The writings of Bracton aﬂ'ord
decisive proof that it had the been nurtured and

strengthened by touching the living fountains of
the Roman low. We ore then at liberty fondly to
true its descent in the collstersl line, from the
2
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grout civilians of the Roman forum, whose writings
compose the immortal Panda“, the gmndest monument extant of ancient wisdom, applied to the
business of civil life. Those Roman lawyers ﬂourished in corrupt and tyrannical ages, and yet they
preserved their integrity and their virtue. Cicero
was the last of the lawyers who breathed the free
air of the Republic, and he is, undoubtedly, the

most ﬁnished character in all antiquity, though he
lived in disastrous times, amidst the struggles Ind

horrors of I.“ expiring Republic. We cannot contemplete, even at the distance of nineteen cen-

turies, the numerous and splendid productions of
his mntchless industry, or his intrepid end illustrious
devotion to the constitution and liberties of his
country, without emotions of astonishment and

ndmirstion. Since we have mentioned a name
worthy of the profoundest meditation, permit me to
pause upon it for a moment and add, that Cicero
was not only a most learned civilian, but equally s.
scholar, patriot, orator, and philosopher, of the most
eminent accomplishments. His researches ledhiin

to penetrate the darkest recesses of Roman legal
antiquities, and he knew all that was to be known of

the legendary learning of Tom“ grandeur, the
institutions of Romulus, the religious discipline of
Nums, the constitutional innovstions of Servius
Tullius, and the government. luvs, Ind spirit of the
republic, us it was administered by the wisdom of

the senate. the energy of the consuls, the equity of

the prmtors, the stern purposes of the tribunal, and
the balanced and well tempered deliberations of the
earlier popular assemblies The twelve tables
ﬁxed his deepest attention1 and he found in that
code, as he asserted, the comprehensive grasp of
civil polity. and the best spirit of ethical jurisprudence. He became master of the learning and
wisdom of Greece, and he displayed it in all its
excellence in his writings, his forensic cations. and
his more retired and enchanting discourses. It is a
familiar theme, but never recalled without proﬁt.
with what talent, ﬁdelity, zeal, and success, he dil-

charged his professional duties and his great public
trusts, and with what eloquence and intrepidity be
rescued his oppressed countrymen and his beloved
republic from the machinations and arms of tyrants
and traitors When he had exhausted all his efforts
for his country, and was borne down along with the
falling fabric of Roman freedom, he ﬂed to the
shades of retirement, and composed those immortal productions, political, ethical, and philosophical,
which have been the delight and instruction of
succeeding ages.
In following the progress of the English common
law from its dith sources, and until it had
taken refuge under the stately and oppressive sys<

tern of Norman jurisprudence, the student will be
disposed to pay a passing tribute of respect to the
clear method and severe and unpretending simplicity of GluIville, and the [at more elaborate and
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reﬁned disquisitions of Brenton. In reading those
two earliest authors on the common law, the stu—
dent of that law, which was so humble in its origin,

and has become so vast and beneﬁcial in its expansion, will naturally feel his mind kindling and
enlarging, like that of the traveller who ascends to

the feeble sources of some mighty river, stealing
obscurely from the deep recesses of the mountains,
and widening and deepening as it ﬂows, nourishing
in its early career rude industry and infant settle-

ments, but becoming in its lengthening course subservient to commerce, sustaining villages, towns and

cities on its banks, and, ﬁnally. by its rich products,
distributing wealth, plenty and happiness to distant
nations.
No one who wishes to initiate himself in the
elements of the common law, need, at this day.

bestow any thing more than a cursory glance upon
the forms and intricacies of the old and now exploded real actions, as they are detailed in the obscure

pages and crabbed style of the Year Books. Not
that I would have any student so entirely ignorant
of the contents of that messy pile as two gentlemen
of the bar at a country circuit, (and they were, certsinly. the two most respecmble lawyers present)
who submitted to me, then holding the court, the

knotty question, whether the Year Books were written in law Latin or law French! The best results
of the ancient practical law learning is to be seen
in the plain and pithy reports of Dyer. and in the

far more interesting discussion and toilsorne
of Plowden. The doctrine of the feudal tenure of

real estate was admirably digested. with accuracy.
precision, and brevity, in Lynleum’s Book of
Tenures, and the amazing industry and scholastic

subtlety of the lawyers of the feudal school, is no
where better displayed than in the reportsof Plowden. and particularly in those of lord Coke.
The age of Elizabeth and James was shelter
and brighter era in the history of the English law,
and it received uncommon splendour from the

philosophy of Bacon. and the eruditiun of Coke.
Lord Bacon's Equity Ordinance. his Muims and

Law Tracts, are ﬁtted to employ and exercise the
deepest meditation, and, together with the Commentaries of lord Coke. oughno he studied and mastered
by every lawyer who means to be well acquainted
with the ressons and grounds of the low. and to
adorn the noble science he professes. The doc-

trine of real property was. in that age, cultivated
with wonderful patience and skill ; and aﬁer the
statute of will. and the statute of uses had been
passed, we perceive the foundations and enlargement of equity jurisdiction. The law merchant
w- almost unknown in the age of Coke, though it
was much cultivated on the continent at that era,

and hecune a rations] and beautiful system. under
the commercial ordinances, decreed. and compiletions, which did very great honour to Italy, Spain.

Portugal. France. Flanders. and the Hansestic cities

M

in Germsny.

The English continued. in this re-

spect, down to a very modern period. tam dim'm
orbs in their proud neglect or total ignorance of the
ordinances and maritime law of the continental
nations. Nor, indeed, did the law of commercial
contracts. which now constitutes the most reﬁned.

and practical. and attractive portion of the common
law, attain to any considerable importance and eminence until the middle of the last century, when it

suddenly arose to exalted reputation. under the fostering care of one of those bold and creative genius—
awhoseemtobersisedup fromtimemtime to

give new vigour to human institutions, and to shed s
brighter light over the face of civil society. During
the administration of lord Mansﬁeld. the enlightened
ordinances of foreign states. and the erudition and

labours of the civilians and foreign jurists, were
introduced into Westminster Hall, and laid open to

the admiring view of the votaries of the science.
He made that learning domestic and popular, by
the matchless powers of his mind, the inﬂuence of
his station, and the eloquence of his address.
Happily for this country, we received our jurisprudence from England in its highest vigour. and

in its most cultivated state. The leading statelmen in the colonies, and especially the members of
the bar, had the sagacity to perceive, and the courage and patriotism to assert. the indefessihle title of

their countrymen to all the securities and Meanings
of the English common law. They had inherited
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its free and liberal spirit, and inalmoet every oolony
there were individual lawyers, equal in character,
learning, and eloquence, to their brethren in the

courts of the parent state. They were lawyers of
the old school, who actually led on the American
revolution, They were the daring patriots and

intelligent statesmen who roused their countrymen
to the duty of insisting on the exclusive right oj'selftaxation. and to all the other liberties and privileges
of English subjects, resting on the basis of the com-

mon law, and the sacred stipulations of chartered
contract; It was the lawyers that guided the de—
liberations of the congress of 1774, and penned its
admirable addrases, and stimulated their associates
to unite with them in pouring forth their grievancesv

and their exhausted patience. and their determined
purpoeo1 in the monumental act of independence
The New-York her contained a constellan'on of

learned and accomplished men during the latter
and closing scenes of the colonial administration,
Some of them had acquired solid reputation, and
among those who were leading men. we may select
William Smith, the historinn of New—York, and

afterwards chief justice of Lower Canada, and
William Livingston. afterwards governor of the
stateof New-Jersey; and those two gentlemen were

jolht editors of the edition of the colony statutes,
published in 1752.

To these names we may

add Jska Taber Kemp, the king’s attorney general;
Julia Mon-is Sam, afterwards the ﬁrst secretary of

the m; Jana Duane, afterwards mayor of this
city. and the eerliat judgeof the district court; and
Peter Van Schick. the editor of the statutes of 1774.
Thus persons were all learned and accomplished
lawyers. Then: were others at that day just rising
into nan'ce, and laying the foundations of future
eminence in professional learning, skill, and che-

rscler. Among them we ﬁnd the names of John
Jay. Robert R. Livingston, Samuel Jana, Richwd
Ham, Egbert Baum. Gvuoerneur Mom}, and

George Clinton. Some of them did not unite with
the colonists in the appeal to arms, but the greater
part of the bar took a distinguished pm in the
councils of their country, and in the contest for
American independence. Their names are deeply
and legibly impressed on the annals of the revolution. They ﬁlled the highest civil ofﬁces in the gift
of their countrymen. whether in the state or in the
union, with consummate

ahility and

brilliant

Slice”.

After the war had closed. by the peace of 1783.

the llndmuks of our ancient jurisprudence reappeared. y had, fortunately, not been obliterated or distur
by the tempest Almost the
entire system of the English law recognised by
our constitution was put into operation. The profession was called into the most active business; and
as the principles applicable to our constitution were
unsettled, and the rules of law unknown, except
through the distant and dim vision of English re-
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ports, the claims of real property opened at once
a large ﬁeld of forensic litigation. Every thing in
the law seemed, at that day, to be new: we had no

domestic precedents to guide us. English boots of
practice as well as English decisions were resorted
to, and followed with the implicit obedience and
reverence due to oracles. Our judges were not
remarkable for law learning. Almost every point
of practice had to be investigated and tested. Even
Mr. Hamilton thought it necessary, at a circuit
at which I was present, in 1784, to produce an-

thorities to demonstrate and guide the power of
the court in the familiar case of putting of: cause
at a circuit. A few gentlemen of the colonial
school resumed their ancient practice, but the bu
was chieﬂy supplied by a number of ambitious and
high spirited young men, who had returned from
the ﬁeld of arms with honourable distinction, and

by extraordinary application, they soon became
qualiﬁed to commence their career at they: with
distinguished reputation.

The whig lawyers, at the co

emont of the

war, were, most of them, after
alled to ﬁll
important stadons in public life, and they never

resumed the practice of their profession. Among
the members of the bar who took a leading share in
business for some years after the close of the American war, we may very fairly select the names of
Samuel 1mm, Richard Haiim, Egbert Beam,
Almnder Hamilton, John Lawns”, Aaron Burr,
8
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Brae/shalt! Livingston, and mbm T7014).

Their

minds were exercised, and acquired fervour and
force, either in the great contest for independence.

or b the‘equally interesting struggle for a national
constitution.

Colonel Burr was acute, quick, terse,

polished, sententious, and sometimes sarcastic in
his forensic discussions. He seemed to disdain
illustration and expansion, and conﬁned himself

with stringency to the point in debate. Mr. Brockltoht Livingston was copious, ﬂuent, abounding in
skilful criticism and beautiful reﬂections. His mind

was familiar with the best classical producuom in
ancient and modern literature, and it was adorned

with a cultivated and elegant taste. His fort: lly
in ingenious and sprightly illustration, and in popular and animated addresses to the jury. Colonel
Tron}: united good sense with accurate practice;
he was par negotiir, 1|qu supra. By patient in-

dustry he came to the discussion at the bar a master of the law and learning of the case. He argued
with simplicity, earnestness, and a winning candour,
which commanded invariable attention and respect.
Mr. Jones, the recorder of the city, and afterwards
comptroller of the state was, in his day, the patri—

arch of the profession. No one surpassed him in
clesruess of intellect nadir-moderation and ex-

treme simplicity of character; no one equalled
him in his accurate knowledge of the technical
rules and doctrines of real property. and in funiliarity with the skilful and elaborate. but now
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obsolete and mysterious, black-letter learning of
the common law. Richard Hudson was a scholar
of the ﬁrst order, and aﬂer the ego of seventy, he

w'as studying the more obscure and minor Greek
poets with the nrdour of youth. He possessed very
superior, and I think, unequalled attainments in all
the complicated doctrines and reﬁnements of equity
jurisprudence, and hewns deeply rend in the learn—

ing of the civilians. In his calm. chaste, methodical
and logical arguments at the bar, he was free from
all loose and declnmatory expansion, and his speeches were estesdy ﬂow of sound principles, supported
by sound authority, and bearing strongly on the
point in discussion. Nor will I permit myself: to
withhold the tribute of respect and gratitude due
to the memory of my preoeptor, the venerable

Egbert Beam—he was perfectly instructed in the
once vigorous, but now feeble and attenuated
discipline of the old school of practice, and was, of
course. It master of the old reports, and of the skill

and logic of special pleading. He was possessed
of neat and orderly business qualiﬁcations of the
highest vnlue, and he united great quickness and
scuteness of mind, and was accustomed to carry

his researches back to the recesses and grounds of
the law, and to rest his opinion and argument on
solid elementary principles.

His emdonr ’and

simplicity, his purity and integrity, his liberality
and kindness, his great conversation powers, as

well as the unquestionable ability and ﬁdelity with
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which he discharged his public trusts, and especially
that of attorney general of this state, for the ﬁrst
sixteen years of our independence, attracted general respect, as well as the warm personal attachment of his contemporaries of the last generation.
But among all his brethren, colonel Hamilton

was indisputably preeminent This was universally
conceded. He rose at once to the lafu'est heights
of professional eminence, by his profound penetration. his power of analysis, the comprehensive
grasp and strength of his understanding, and the
ﬁrmness, frankness, and integrity of his character.
We may say of him, in reference to his associates,

as was said of Papinian, cranes bugs port is intervallo religim'it. A few reminiscences of the dis—
play of his genius and eloquence may not be unin—
teresting to the gentlemen I have now the honour

to address.
In January, 1755,I attended, for the ﬁrst time, a
term of the supreme court, and Mr. Hamilton. in an

interesting case then brought to a hearing, com—
manded great attention and applause by his powers
of argument and oratory.
In the case I allude to. Chancellor Livingston
claimed lands to a large amount in value, and lying
on the north part of the county of Dutchess. In
the ejectn'ient suit brought by the chancellor as
plaintiﬁ', against Hoﬁmu, thstenant1 the cause was

tried at the bar of the supreme court at Albany,
in October, 1784. and though Mr. Hamilton was

one of the counsel for the defendant, he was not
the one assigned to sum up the cause to the jury.
The trial was conducted with ability by Mr. Ogden,
of New-Jersey, and Mr. Benson, the attorney
general, on behalf of the defendant. Chancellor
Livingston appeared at the bar as the advocate of

his own case, and his concluding speech was said
(for I was not present, though l saw notes taken of

it) to contain a boldness of illustration and burst of
eloquence never before witnessed at our bar. He
rebuked severely the opposite counsel for their
attack on the character of one of his ancestors,

respecting the early grants of the manor of Livingstun, and for “ raking the ashes of the dead in the

presence of a great grandson." He invoked his
ancestor from the tomb in which he had slept for s.
century, and led him into court to speak for himself,

by a daring prosopopeia, which surprised, startled,
and confounded the jury. He carried his cause,
as it were, by a only do main; and obtained a verdict, rather by the force of his character, and the

charm of his eloquence, than by the weight of evi—
dence. In the January term following, a new trial
was moved for, on the ground that the verdict was

eagainst evidence.

I had the pleasure of being

present at the argument, and a witness to the contest

of genius and eloquence between Chancellor Living‘
ston and CoL Hamilton, the master spirits who controlled all hearts on that occasion, the one contending

for s new trial, and the other resisting it The rea-
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Ions sod authorities contained in the modern English reports, and especially those which arose in the
time oflord Mansﬁeld, and which are so well digested
and so elegantly stated in the 3d volume of the
Commentaries of Sir Wm. Blackstone, were cited

and urged in support of the motion, by Col. Lawrence, one of the associated counsel. The Chan'cellor contended, on the other hand, that no single

authority was to he found in its support, in the case
of a trial at bar, by a struck jury, in term time, and

that the opposite counsel, to make out their case,
were obliged to select parts from each of several

cases, and to make out “a piece of diversiﬁed mo:
saic."-—u motley compound, destitute alike of symmetry and law. He compared the efforts of his
opponents to the case of the construction of their
father's will by Peter, Martin and Jack, in the Tale
qfﬂw Nb, and who had found an authority for the

case of Shoulderknots, by picking out single letters
in diﬂ'erent parts of the instrument He delivered
u very animating eulogy on trial by jury, and denounced with equal vehemence the judicial autho-

rity of lord Mansﬁeld. He considered that the trial
by jury, with all the other great leading principles
of English liberty, came from their German accent
tors, and that a disposition existed in the English

government to undermine their Saxon liberties, and
especially the inestimahle trial by jury. No Englishman, he observed, was found worthy of the task

A Scotchman must be selected, who possessed the
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talents. subtlety, and love of power, calculated to

produce the eﬂ‘ect; and the new-fangled doctrins
of lord Mansﬁeld had enlarged and reﬁned upon
the power of awarding new trials, so as at last to
resolve that mode of trial into the arbitrary discretion of the court Our constitution had declared
that trial by jury should remain inviolate, and yet,
no sooner had we established our independence and
organized our courts, than the pernicious doctrines
alluded to were to be introduced. “ What would
he the exclamation," he said, “ of the Genius of Liberty, if she were then present at that tribunal, and

heard the same' gentleman who had so honourably
wielded the sword of war in her defence, now wield-

ing the arbitrary decrees of lord Mansﬁeld for her
destruction.”

The tall and graceful ﬁgure of Chancellor Livingston, and his polished wit and classical time, con—

tributed not a little to deepen the impression,
resulting from the ingenuity of his argument, the
vivacity of his imagination, and the dignity of his
station.

Mr. Hamilton was than at the age of 27, and he
had never met and encountered such a distinguished
opponent He appeared to be agitated by intense
thought

His eyes, his lips. and his pen, were in

rapid motion during the chancellor’s addras. He
rose, with ﬁrmness and dignity, and spoke for per—

haps two hours in support of his motion. His reply
was ﬂuent, argumentative, ardent, end accompanied
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with great emphasis of manner and exprasion. It
was marked for a searching analysis of the case,
and a mastery of all the law and leaning suitable
to the subject He begged leave to suggest, in noference to the same Tale of the Tub, that the cbnn»
cellor's interest had blinded his bener judgment,
and like Peter's inﬂuence with his brother, had
turned the brown loaf into mutton. He (lemon-

strated the fact that the power of awarding new
trials in the sound discretion of the court, had been

recognised long before the time of lord Mansﬁeld,
and he showed that it was a reasonable and neces-

sary power in property concerns. Without such
a salutary check, the rights of property would be
at the mercy of ignorance, prejudice, and undue
inﬂuence; and the trial by jury, instead of being a
blessing, would excite the disgust, contempt, and

dread. of mankind. He paid to the genius and
character of lord Mansﬁeld the noblest eulogy; and
he thought it: due to the cause of truth to declare.
that his lucid intellect, accurate learning, solid wis-

dom, and impartial justice, had elevated the jurisprudence of England, and gained for his judicial
character the reverence of his own age. and the
admiration of posterity

In after years,at circuits and in term time,lwas
called in numerous instances to listen with lively
interest to the rapid exercise of his reasoning pow-

ero—to the intensity and sagacity with which he
pursued his investigations, his piercing criticisms,
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and the energy and fervour of his appeals to the
judgment and conscience of the tribunals which he
addressed.

But, in another case, he met with 1,

new antagonist. equally worthy with the one in the
case I have mentioned, to content with him the

palm of genius and eloquence. I refer to the cue
of Le Gun v. Gwm and Kmble, argued before the Court of Errors in the winter of 1800.

The most distinguished counsel at the New-York
bur were engaged in the cause; but the circumstance that gave to the case peculiar interest. won.
that Gaummr Morris, 3 relative of one of the de-

fendants, gratuitously appeared as their counsel.
The action had been originally commenced by LeGuen at law, upon the advice of Mr. Hamilton.
The claim was very large in amount; and after

expensive trials, and the most persevering and irritating litigation, pursued into the court in the last
resort, the plaintiﬂ' recovered upon I: principle of
law deemed to have been strictly and even severely

applied. The claim was a. commercial oue,end in
opposition to the general mercantile sense of its juntice

The case in which Mr. Hamilton and Mr.

Morris were brought into collision, was an appeal
from a decree in Chancery, in which relief. on
grounds of fnud,hnd been aforded to Gouverneur

and Kemhle against the judgment at law.

The

interest and anxiety which the controversy hnd ori-

ginally excited, had been increasing in intensity
through its whole protracted course, and every cir4
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cum-lance was calculated to task to the utmoct extent, the powers of those two distinguished Mater
men and civilisns

If the one was superior in logic

Ind law learning, the other was presumed to be his
equal in eloquence, imagination. and wit. The
Ippeerunce of Mr. Morris was very commanding.

His noble head, his majestic mien, the dignity of
his department, were all impressive. My memory
serves me to say, that the discussion before the

court was a brilliant and fascinating display of the
genius and accomplishments of these celebrated

orator-s. The questions of law in the case were
indeed dry and technical, nor were the facts of a

nature to excite much interest. It was the amount
in value of the property at stake. the character and

vehemence of the litigation, and, above all, the high
reputation of the leading counsel, that aroused such

intense curiosity, and held so many bosoms inmxious
expectation. Any cause, involving law and fact,
be they what they may, seems to be sufﬁcient m
aﬂ'ord aliment for the full exhibition of minds of such
high and such intellectual resources. There was
in the case a mass of facts involving a complicated
charge of fraud, and that was enough In commend
the exertion of the keenest sagucity, a critical seve-

rity, shrewd retort, and pathetic appeal A Jewish
house was concerned in the transaction, and Ill“

led to eﬂ'ecting allusions to the character and fortunes of that most ancient and once highly favoured.
and then deeply chastised nee. Some of the ne-

2']

gatintions happened in France, and that produced
references to the tremendous revolution which was

then still in its fury, and whose frightful ravages and
remorseless pretensions seemed to overawe and confound the nations.
Mr. Hamilton and Mrs Morris equally resorwd

for beautiful illustration to the best English classics,—to Shakspeare, Milton, and Pope; and when

the latter complained that his long absence fmm the
hat, had caused him to forget the decisions, the
former accounted for it on another principle, and

relied on the poet's authority, that
«wt... beams of mm inn in
n. u",'- ”a s...- m I

I have always regarded Mr. Hamilton's argument, near the close of his life. in the celebrated
Crank]! case, as the greatest forensic eﬂ‘ort he ever

made. The subject was grave. and of lofty import
It related to the liberty of the press, and to the
right of the jury in a criminal case, under the general issue, to determine the law as well as the fact.
He never, in any case at the her, commanded higher

reverence for his principles, or equal admiration of
the power and pathos of his eloquence But we
have not time to enlarge on that case; and it will

be more interesting, as an example of the mighty
powers of that great man, to take a. general view of
his eﬁ'orts on a broader theatre, and not only as a

lawyer but as a statesman, before a very digniﬁed
assembly, and upon the highest and noblest topics
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of political discussion that ever arose in this state.
I am the more willing to recur to that history, because I am apprehensive that the scanty memorials
of the exhibition of Mr. Hamilton's transcendent

talents on that occasion, are going fast into oblivion. I allude to the convention which assembled
at Pougbkeepsie in the summer of 1788, to delibe—

rate and decide on the adoption of the federal constitution. The intense interest with which the
meeting of the convention was anticipated and regarded, can hardly be conceived at this day, and

much less adequately described. I, then resided in
that village, and was enabled and induced to attend
the convention as a spectator, daily and steadily
during the entire six weeks of its session, and I was

of course an eye and ear-Witness to every thing of
a public nature that was said or done. The convention was composed of 65 members, and not one

oftham remains a survivorat this day. That bright
and golden age of the republic may now be numbered “with the years beyond the ﬂood," and I am

left in comparative solitude to recall and enjoy the
enchanting vision.
The convention combined the talents, experience,
and weight of character, of some of the most distin-

guished men in the state. Most of them had been
tutored in the discussions, services, and perils of the

revolution. The principal speakers in favour of
the adoption of the constitution were, Mt. Jay, (then
Secretary for Foreign Aﬂ‘nirs.) Chancellor Livia;-
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non, Mr. Duane, (then mayor ofthiscity,) Mr. Hori—
m, and Col. Hamilton.

0:: the other side, and

against the adoption without previous amendments,
were George Clinton, (then Governor of the state.)
Mr. Lansing. (afterwards Chancellor,) Mr. Jones,
(afterwards Recorder of this city,) John mlliam,

of Washington county, and Gilbert Livingston. and
11!:ka Smith, delegates from Dutchess.

There

was no difﬁculty in deciding at once on which side
of the house the superiority in debate existed. Yet
in the ordinary range of the discussions, it was
found that the dignity, candor, and strength of Jay,

the polished address and elegant erudition of Chencellor Livingston, and the sagacity and exhaustless
researches of Hamilton, were met with equal pre-

tensions by their opponents, supported by the simplicity and unpretending good sense of Clinton, the
sound judgment of Jones, the plausible deductions
of Lansing, and the metaphysical mind and embarrassing subtleties of Smith. But Col. Hamilton
maintained the ascendancy on every question; and
being the only member present who had signed the
constitution, he felt and sustained most intrepidly

the weight of the responsibility which belonged to
him as the leader on the federal side of the question. All seemed, as by common consent. to con-

cede to him the burden and the honours of the debate.

Mr. Smith was also the most prominent and

responsible speaker on the part of the anti-federal
majority. There was no person on that side to he

compared to him in acute and logical discussion.
He was Hamilton‘s most penevering and formidable
nnmgonist. But even Smith was routed in every
contest, and as Mr. Hamilton had been a most active

member of the national convention, and the principal author of the Federalist, his mind had grown

familiar with the principles and history of federal
governments, and with every topic of debate. He
was prompt. ardent, energetic. and overﬂowing,
with an exhaustless store of argument and illustranon.

The three principal topics of debate in which
Mr. Hamilton was most distinguished and most masterly, were, (1.) on the importance of the union, the

defects of the confedemtion,and the just principles
of representation. (2.) 0n the requisite tenure and
stability of the senate. (3.) On the power of taxa»
tion and the residuary rights of the states. On each
ofthose subjects he bestowed several speeches, some
of which were employed in refutation and reply.
He generally spoke with great earnestness and
energy, and with considerable, and sometimu, ve«

hement gesture. His language was clear, nervous,
and classical. He went to the foundation and reason of every doctrine which he examined, and he

brought to the debate a mind richly adorned with
all the learning that was applicable. He never
omitted to meet fairly the discussion, and he was
sure to discover the strength and weakness. the in-

gredients of truth and error, in every proposition he
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had to contend with. His candour was magnanimous, and rose to a level with his talents. His
temper was spirited, but. courteous, amiable, and

generous; and he frequently made pathetic and
powerful appeals to the good sense and patriotism
of the assembly, and painted vividly the difﬁculties

and dangers of the crisis, in order to prepare their
minds for afavourable reception of the constitution
The style and manner of Smith's speeches was
plain, dry, and syllogistic; and it behooved his adversary to understand well the ground on which he
stood, and the principles he advanced. or he might
ﬁnd it somewhat embarrassing to extricate himself
from a subtle web of specious reasoning, unless indeed it was met by Hamilton‘s skill and strength,
which nothing could resist. Smith was a speaker
of remarkable simplicity, and his disposition was

gentle and liberal. Though I had strong political
prejudices against Governor Clinton, as the leader
of the party opposed to the constitution, yet during
the course of the session, I became forcibly struck

with the dignity with which he presided, and with
his unassuming and modest pretensions as aspeaker.
It was impossible not to have respect for such a
character, or for a. young man not to be somewhat

overawed in his presence, when it became apparent
from all his conduct1 that he possessed great decision of character, and a sterninﬂexibility of purpose.
The arguments urged by Col. Hamilton in the
debates. were substantially the same which he had
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before employed in the Federalist. They could
not have been diﬁ‘erent, for he had already urged
all the leading considerations which led to the
plan, and had guided the judgment and skill of the
artists.

In his opening speech. Mr. Hamilton preliminarily
observed, that it was of the utmost importance that the convention should be strongly impressed with a
conviction of the necessity of the union of the states.
If they could be entirely satisﬁed of that great truth,

their minds would then be prepared to admit the
necessity of a. government of similar organization
and powers with the scheme of the one before
then1,vto uphold and preserve that union

It was

like the case of the doctrine of the immortality of
the soul, and doubts on that subject were one great
cause, he said, of modern inﬁdelity; for if men could
be thoroughly convinced that they had within them
immaterial and immortal spirits, their minds would

be prepared for the ready reception of Christian
truth. Alter pointing out the radical defects of the
articles of confederation, and vindicating the popular basis of the proposed system, he declared his
most serious conviction, that the latter was a. wise

and genuine specimen of a representative republic;
and he hoped and trusted that we should ﬁnd in it
an eﬂectual cure for our actual distresses, and that it

would prove an eminent blessing to us and our posterity. He concluded his ﬁrst great speech with
the patriot’s prayer: “ Oh ! I save my country.
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heaven!". in allusion to the brave Cobhsl'n. who felt

“ his ruling passion strong in death.”
His two speeches on the organization, powers,
and stabilityof the senate, were regarded at the time,

by the best judges, as the noblest specimens which
the debates in that, or in any other assembly, ever

afforded of the talents and wisdom of the statesman.
They were delivered with a strong desire to put
down a most mischievous and pernicious proposition
to amend the constitution, and which was, tha “ no

person should be eligible as a senator for more than
six years in any term of twelve years, and that they
should at all times within the period of six years be
subject to recall by the state legislatures, and to the
substitution of odiers." Mr. Hamilton, on that occasion, wok broad views of the nature of main—his
passions, pursuits, interests, prejudices, duties; and

he drew his deductions from the design and ncccr
sity of government, the settled principles of policy,
and the history and melancholy inﬁrmities of all
free, and especially of all federal governments, ancient and modern.

Instability, a ﬂuctuating policy,

and corrupt and vindictive (actions. were prominent
features and practical consequences in the history
of most republican systems, and their necessary tendency was to weaken the sanctity of contracts, lessen

the security of property. destroy a proud and just
sense of national honour, and ﬁnally to forfeit the

respect and conﬁdence of the rest of mankind. Ha
contended.thersfore, that in all just policy, we ought

.5

notto hesiute to infuse a principle ofstability into the
structure of our national government, by the cres-

tion of asenste, to be comparatively small in the
number of its members, and to have them chosen

for considerable periods of time, so as to inspire
them with a feeling of independence, and a lively
sense of character, in the due discharge of their
trust Upon no other plan, could the senate.
either in its legislative or executive character, be

able to perform its functions as the balance-wheel
of the whine. In no other way would that body
be able to become the requisite check to the mischief: of misguided zeal and factious policy in the
more popular branch, or to the abuses and misrule
of the president, in the exercise of the treaty and
the appointing powers.
During the sitting of the convention, information
was received that New-Hampshire had adopted the
constitution, and she made the ninth state that had
ratiﬁed it. That great event wrought at once a
momentous change in the condition of the United
States: inasmuch as the confederation became
thereby ipso facts dissolved, and the new constitu<
tion had become, or would be when organised, the
existing national governmentofthe nine states which
had ratiﬁed the same. But that fact, solemn and
weighty as it was, did not seem to disturb the tran-

quillity, or shake the purpose. of a majority of the
convention. Mr. Smith and Mr. Lansing both doelsnd that the event had no inﬂuence on their de-
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liberatinns. The convention continued its sharp
debates for three weeks longer, and apparently rcgardless of that information, until sll hopes of an
auspicious iuue to the business seemed to be lost.
It was in the midst of that gloomy period, and just
before the clouds began to disperse, and sereneskies
to appear and gladden the moral atmosphere of the
place, that Mr. Hamilton made one of his most

pathetic and impassioned addresses. He urged
every motive and consideration that ought to sway

the human mind in such a crisis. He touched with
exquisite skill every cord of sympathy that could
be made to vibrate in the human breast Our
country, our honour, our liberties, our liraides,

our posterity, were placed in vivid colours before
us. He alluded to the disth and national degradation which dictated the call for a general convention1 snd he portrsyed in matchlas style the churacters in that illustrious assembly, composed of the
wisest and hrighmst of our American statesmen

To discriminate largely might be invidious; but it
could not be so, he said, to select Franklin, revered
by the wise men ofEurope, and Wmhingtamcrowned

with lsurcls, and refulgcnt with glory.
Intelligence was shortly afterwards received, that
Virginia had also adopted the constitution. Mr.
Hamilton read with much sensibility a. letter to that
elfect, communicated by express from Mr. Madison.
It produced at once a visible change in the disposition ofthe house. and led itto think of adopting the
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consu'tuﬁon upon certain terms.

A resolution to

that eﬂ'oct was before the house, when Mr. Smith
moved that the constitution be ratiﬁed upon condition, that certain powers contained in the instru-

ment should not be exercised until a general convention of the states had been called to propose

amendments.

This proposition was discussed for

- several days, and under the impression in one part
of the house, that the adoption of the constitution
with that qualiﬁcation annexed, would readily be
received by the existing congress. Mr. Hamilton
was strenuous and peremptory in his opinion, that
such a conditional ratiﬁcation would not and could

not possibly be accepted. He assured the house
that all expectations from such a source would prove
delusive. This opinion gained ground. and the
members generally and gradually mumed s more
conciliatory tone; and all vehemence in debate
seemed to cease as by common consent. Convictions once beginning to operate, were borne along

with increasing force against the stream of prejudicei " We did not come here." said Mr. Jay, “ to
carry points, or gain party triumphs. We ought
not to expect it, or wish it We were without a.

national government, and on the eve of an untried
era. Every thing demanded moderation and concession. The laurels of mere party victory, might
be bedewed with the tears, or stained with the
blood of our fellow citizens." Mr‘ Hamilton disclaimsd all intention of wounding the feelings of

3‘"

any individual, though he had expressed himself in

the course of the debates in strong language, dictated by strong emotions, for on no subject had his
mind been agitated with more painful concern
The spirit of the house became liberal and cheer-

ing; and at last Mr. Jones moved to substitute the
words in full conﬁdence, in lieu of the words Ilpms
audition, in the form of the ratiﬁcation. He was
supported by Mr. Smith, who had so eminently dis-

tinguished himself, and by Mr. Plutt, then ﬁrst judge
of the county of Dutchess, who made a few plain
observations in a direct and downright manner, of
his sense of duty, and of his determination to follow
it.

Twelve members come over from the anti-

federal side of the house, and they were suﬂicient
to constitute the majority which unconditionally
ratiﬁed the constitution. Ihave alwaysconsidered
that the members who made this memorable and
unbought sacriﬁce of error, prejudice, and party
discipline, on the altar of patriotism and their country’s welfare, as entitled to the highest commendation. It was quite an heroic effort, to quit such a
leader as Governor Clinton, though it was to follow
their own convictions. It was understood that

several other members were inclined to follow the
same course. but they could not be brought to de—
sert the governor, who remained inﬂexible. Had
he consented to vote for the constitution, the ratiﬁcation of it would probably have been unanimous.
Asit was. the spirit of conciliation which closed the

labours of that illustrious assembly. was deemed

most suspicious, and as affording a new and instruct
ive example ofwisdom and moderation to mankind.
But I must not trespass longer on your patience.
My object in these sketches has been to select sfew
of the most distinguished characters in the profes‘
sion, and to present some of them as models of
excellence. Nothing, I apprehend, can be more ,
exciting to young minds, than the lustre of such
examples. An average portion of talent probably
exists in every age, and it‘only wants opportunity
to bring it forward Our profession sﬂ'ords that ,
opportunity; and it is the school from whichis to
issue the jurists, urators, legislators, statesmen. and

judges, who are to sustain our institution and be—
come the guardians and benefactors of our country.
Let it not be said that our ingenuous youth have
faltered in their ascent to the lofty eminence of immortal fame, and turned aside to the low level of

inglorious paths. Let it not he said that the race
of intellectual giants is ended, and that a piglny
race of beings has succeeded. , We believe in better things, and have brighter hopes.

But it is not

to be forgotten, that no person can he truly great
in his profession, but by hard study, and a course of

sound mental and moral discipline. If, in young
life. we waste our precious time in idleness, or in
light and frivolous reading, pleasures, or pursuits,

and especially if we suffer ourselves to be drawn
within the inﬂuence of dissipated habits, we shall

ﬁnd it extremely diﬂicult in after life to regain the
paths of honour and dignity. It is the spirit and
tendency of such institutions as the one before us,

to counteract every such dangerous propensity, by
stimulating to exertion, enkindling emulation, puri-

fying the moral taste, and strengthening resolution
to press forward in the footsteps of those great men
' _ who have gone before us, and have done so much

to elevate and adorn the profession.

